POWTÓRKA PRZED MATURĄ Z JĘZYKA ANGIELSKIEGO

Drodzy Maturzyści!
Egzamin maturalny zbliża się wielkimi krokami. Na Waszą prośbę umieszczamy przydatne zwroty szczególnie istotne w wypowiedzi pisemnej na poziomie rozszerzonym (np. rozprawka):

Useful expressions and linking words/phrases:

1. **To list points**: Firstly, in the first place, to start/begin with..... secondly, thirdly, finally.

2. **To add more points to the same topic**: furthermore, moreover, besides, apart from, not to mention (the fact) that, both....and, there is another side to the issue/question/argument of....

3. **To list advantages**: one/another/a further/ an additional advantage of.....is, the main/greatest/first advantage of.....is.....

4. **To list disadvantages**: one/another/a further disadvantage/drawback of.....is....., the main/greatest/most serious/drawback of.....is.....,

5. **To introduce points/arguments for or against**: one very convincing point/argument in favour of/......against....., a further common criticism of....., it could be argued that....., it is often/widely/generally claimed/suggested/held/maintained that.............................., experts/scientists/some critics support the view/oppose the view/are in favour of/are opposed to.....

6. **To make contrasting points**: on the other hand, nonetheless, nevertheless, despite/in spite of the fact that....., regardless of the fact that....., while/although....., it cannot be denied that.......

7. **To introduce examples**: for example, for instance, such as, like, particularly, this is clearly illustrated by the fact that....., one/a clear/striking example of......,
8. **To conclude**: In conclusion, on balance, all things considered, all in all, finally/lastly, taking everything into consideration, the obvious conclusion to be drawn is that.....................

a na koniec zwroty przydatne do jednej z najtrudniejszych form pisemnych – recenzji:

**RECEZJA – WYRAŻANIE OPINIJI OCENA**

+ Really fantastic/extraordinary, charming, fabulous, absolutely stunning/superb/amazing/spectacular, truly gripping/informative/engrossing,

- bland, uneventful, monotonous, in bad taste, morbid, completely disappointing/predictable/humourless, missing the point, a total disaster.
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